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   Fulshear Foot and Ankle, PLLC
   Contact: Jeanna Mascorro, DPM 

   (281) 787-1478 
   JeannaMascorro@gmail.com 
 
Strategy: Seeks Acquisition Average Gross Yearly Revenue (2017-19): $712,548 
Office Location: Fulshear, Texas Average Monthly Revenue / Expenses: $59,379 / $38,657 
Website: SellingAPractice.com/FFA Asking Price: $539,000

 
Summary  
Unique opportunity to own a lucrative practice in the charming and 
booming town of Fulshear, Texas. Fulshear Foot and Ankle, PLLC, 
(FFA), currently the Podiatry Practice of Jeanna Mascorro, is located 
just west of Houston in an affluent community with a median 
household income of $178,146 (Texas' average is $60,000). With a 
population full of health-conscious young families and active empty 
nesters, it is an ideal location for a specialty practice with an 
exponential projected population growth rate. 
 
Imagine opening your office doors to the brand-new prestigious 
school campuses with patient exam room windows overlooking the 
peaceful fields and roaming cows, while bringing in over $700,000 
annually. Despite Covid 19’s impact, the average gross revenue for 
2020 is projected higher. 
 
No additional marketing necessary—the reputation of this practice 
combined with the area’s exponential growth keeps a steady flow of 
new patients streaming in. An amazing reputation and consistent 
patient flow mean you’ll continue to have a stable and growing 
business. Add more hours, do some marketing or sell more products 
and you have the chance to add even more success to an already 
prosperous practice. 
 
Whether you are a practitioner who is just starting out or an 
established clinician with some years under your belt, FFA offers you 
the chance to hit the ground running. Step into this rare, once-in-a-
lifetime, turn-key opportunity to run the practice of your dreams in 
one of the fastest-growing, flourishing (yet tranquil) areas in the 
country. Call or email us today, come by and spend some time with 
us, and be thriving by the end of the summer.  
 
The Setting  
Fulshear is located 35 miles due west of Houston's city center with 
easy access to over 7 million people who live in the Houston Metro 
area. It has a population of just over 12,000 with 70,000 within a 5-
mile radius of the clinic. Though Fulshear is a small town, it was the 
fastest growing city in Texas over the past decade, and the median 
income of its residents has more than doubled in that time, with 
projections for its population to nearly double again over the next 7 
years. And while it is close to all that the nation’s fourth-largest city 
has to offer, Fulshear is renowned for its serene, small-town 
atmosphere—a place where residents can still see the stars at night. It 
has been named one of the safest communities in America and has 
been consistently ranked as one of the best places to raise a family in 
the state. In Fulshear you will find good weather, easy access to local 
and regional parks, hiking and biking trails, green spaces, and an 
abundance of golf courses. Outstanding attractions, shopping, 
entertainment and dining locally and in the greater Houston area add 
to the benefits of settling down in Fulshear.  
 

 
The office is highly visible, located at the end of the Westpark 
Tollway in a mixed-use development alongside other medical 
professionals and right next to Cross Creek Ranch—the area’s 
population center. The office consists of a large waiting area, central 
staff workspace, 6 exam rooms, 2 private practitioner offices, a break 
room, separate patient and staff bathrooms, and a back-hall work 
area with a sink and autoclave. The space is modern and tastefully 
decorated, has plenty of parking, and the clinic maintains a close 
relationship with nearby health providers from which it receives 
many referrals. The office is strategically located, and the nearest 
Podiatric physician is 18 minutes and 10 miles away. 
 
Patient Demographics 
FFA is a general podiatry practice, seeing everything from subclinical 
and acute orthopedic conditions to chronic issues. The patient 
population spans from newborns to great grandparents, and everyone 
in between. That said, the majority of the current patient load 
consists of professionals between the ages of 25 and 60. 
 
The clinic currently averages about 29 patients per day four days per 
week with one part time physician and one new associate, with a 
database of over 5,000 patients. Most patients have insurance that 
covers treatment, with less than 10% paying in full at the time of 
service without insurance. Given the owner’s long history in the area, 
almost all patients are referred by word-of-mouth, with many coming 
from local physicians, dentists, and other local allied practitioners, 
while some come through the practice’s online presence.  
 
Modalities Utilized 
The two Podiatric practitioners provide comprehensive care of foot 
and ankle/rearfoot related disorders including surgical and non-
surgical care. On site instant transfer X ray system with Tigerview 
Cloud, ultrasound for guided injections or diagnostics, and Doppler 
for PAD testing with skin perfusion pressure and pulse volume 
recordings are among some of the current modalities utilized. 
Ancillary retail products and devices account for about $5,000 in 
revenue per month. 

Income and Expenses 
The following income and expense summaries are derived from an 
average of income and adjusted expenses from 2017-2019.  
 
Income 
Average gross yearly revenue (3 years): $712,548 ($59,379/mo)  
 
Expenses 
Average adjusted expenses: $463,887 yearly ($38,657/mo)  
 
Net Profit: Average $248,661 per year ($20,722/month). The average 
growth rate for the office in the last 3 years is 13.6%. 
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Pricing and Terms 
 
$539,000 OBO.  
 
The price is based on a conservative professional valuation, not 
including cash in the corporate account, with an average yearly gross 
of over $800,000 for the past several years.  
 
The purchase may be structured as an entity sale (sale of the 
company) or an asset sale and may be drawn up between buyer and 
seller or by attorneys, at the discretion and by agreement of both 
parties.  
 
Approval of the buyer is subject to a credit check, and loans from 
medical practice brokers, banks, or the Small Business 
Administration (SBA) may be available to finance the transaction 
depending on the buyer’s creditworthiness.  
 
Upon purchase, the new owner will receive all patient records and 
equipment, in addition to any supplement inventory. The current 
owner will also transfer to the new owner all clinic-related intellectual 
property, including the clinic phone number, website, claimed Yelp 
page, EHR and billing systems and clinic-related financials. 
 
Current employees include a podiatric associate; an office manager 
who has 8 years with the physician; an assistant who has been an 
employee for 6 years; a front desk receptionist; and a 
receptionist/biller. All are aware of the impending sale and are willing 
to stay on at the discretion of the buyer. 
 
The landlord is willing to transfer the lease and the current owner will 
facilitate interaction with the landlord in order to secure favorable 
lease terms. 
 
The current owner’s goal is to surrender the practice by early Fall  
2020. She would be willing to stay on for a limited time to train a new 
owner in her techniques and to assist in the transition, if so desired 
by the new owner, at no additional cost. 
 
 

Opportunities for Growth 
 
While the current practice nets a healthy return, a motivated buyer 
could significantly increase their income upon acquisition through a 
number of simple changes. 
 

• Work more hours. Given that the current owner has limited 
office hours four days per week, there is plenty of room to 
work more hours in the clinic.  

 
• Keep the associate practitioner. In addition to or in lieu of 

working more hours, the practice could increase the hours 
and patient load of the associate. 

 
• Do some marketing. The practice does very little marketing 

outside of its web presence. There is a database full of 
patient information that could be used for marketing 
directly to current and former patients, but the clinic has 
been busy enough that these resources have not been 
leveraged. Doing any kind of additional marketing would 
create more opportunities for an increase in new patients 
and a return of pre-existing patients. 

 
• Improve online presence. The current owner has been successful 

without putting too much effort into creating an ongoing 
online presence. Blogging, improving the website, being 
active on social media, paid online marketing, and doing 
some email marketing all hold great potential to improve 
awareness of the clinic in order to generate more revenue. 

 
• Sell more products and services. The practice currently sells a 

limited number of ancillary products and would also do 
well to expand its billable testing services. In-office testing 
could expand to include lasers, neuropathy testing, diabetic 
sensor socks, and more.  

 
 
 
Take advantage of this exceptional opportunity to run your own 
high-revenue practice in one of the country’s fastest-growing, safest 
cities. Call (281) 787-1478 or email JeannaMascorro@gmail.com 
today. 
  

 


